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1 Executive Summary 

This deliverable is the initial Technical Specification for the PoliVisu system targeted to support evidence               
based policy making through the use of (big) data analytics and visualisations. Such system comprises of the                 
following sub-systems: Evidence (for big data processing, analytics and visualisations), Policy Making            
(support for policy domain specific information), Discovery (for exploring and documenting different aspects             
involved in policy making like data sets, visualisations, metadata, tools, policy information, etc.) and finally               
Data Providers (a set of data sources including services, sensor streams, etc.). We have used the Big Data                  
Value Reference Model as a guiding architecture for describing the PoliVisu system. 

Concrete architecture designs have been proposed for specific PoliVisu pilot use cases. As of now we have                 
identified an architecture for (1) traffic camera use cases, (2) extended big data analytics on Geo Time Series,                  
(3) interactive visualisation of multi-dimensional data, (4) social media scraping, (5) online traffic modelling,              
(6) discovery for policy making and (7) a reference implementation of the policy making (domain).  

The latter will be a project website and web application that provides information about the project, tools,                 
best practices and lessons-learnt, as well as pilot specific information (incl. visualisations, policies, data sets).               
This reference implementation gives access to concrete big data implementations for different pilot cities in               
support of policy making. Interested parties will see which tools, data and visualisations were used for which                 
kind of policy making challenges and use this as an inspiration or reference for their own needs. 

The Technical Specifications of this deliverable are not “final”. The project team follows an agile, iterative                
approach and new insights will be gained throughout the project cycles. Hence, the Technical Specifications               
will be updated accordingly. In this first version the focus was on documenting the overall system                
architecture (section 3), on describing the most important system components (section 4) and providing an               
inventory of candidate technology, tools and libraries along with a list of relevant standards and protocols                
for big data processing and evidence based policy making (section 5). Finally, in section 6 detailed system                 
architecture designs are provided for currently known PoliVisu pilot use cases. Based on these detailed               
designs the technical teams will implement and deploy solutions in support of pilot city policy making                
processes. PoliVisu will also deliver a central project website and web application showcasing the overall               
project progress, the individual pilot solutions, developed tools, generated visualisations, best practices and             
policy information. 

PoliVisu deliberately does not provide a one-size-fits-all solution. Instead, the PoliVisu tools and processes              
are an initial set of more loosely coupled components that would be useful to a city starting out on the use                     
of (open and big) data for policy making, but which allow parts of the system to be replaced by alternatives                    
that are in use by, or meet specific special needs of, (future) pilot cities. Therefore, the Technical                 
Specification is more of a system framework providing guidance and direction and enabling the              
incorporation of other components and processes as necessary in a local situation. This is especially true for                 
the Evidence subsystem where more and more cities are engaging on the path of big data and already have                   
selected tools and processes to deal with them. 

As the project progresses the project team will inspect and adapt and the Technical Specification document                
will be updated and released as an annex to deliverables D3.6 and D3.7. 
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2 Introduction 

The deliverable 4.1 Technical Specifications is a technical report describing the overall architecture, the              
system components and how these different components interact. 

The Technical Specifications are based on the functional specification described in D3.4 Policy             
experimentation and functional design 1 extended with the evolving insights within the consortium as              
discussed at the Issy consortium meeting (May 2018) and during ongoing technical meetings. 

The document is there to guide the technical partners in their design and implementation of respective                
components (D4.3, D4.4 and D4.6). It will also provide the foundation for D5.1 Technical Integration Plan                
(and its future updates) describing the approach and plan for the integration of these components and the                 
deployments for the different pilots. The Technical Specifications also demarcate the scope for D4.2              
Metadata Specifications. 

Section 3 Overall Technical Architecture provides a high level overview of the PoliVisu system by means of a                  
context and high level architecture diagram as well as a description of the most important data flows. The                  
section finally ends with a mapping of the PoliVisu components on the BDVA Reference Model. 

Section 4 then zooms into different components and provides more detailed technical information where              
necessary using detailed component and sequence diagrams.  

Section 5 covers candidate tools, libraries, standards and protocols that can be used to deliver the PoliVisu                 
system. 

Section 6 System Architecture Design finally provides detailed descriptions and architecture of specific             
PoliVisu solutions for distinct use cases. 

The PoliVisu project has chosen a pilot-driven and iterative approach in which the first pilot cycle focuses on                  
exploration, analysis and design of solutions supporting policy making leveraging big data and advanced              
visualisations (cf. 4 pilot cycles as described in D7.1 Evaluation Plan). User requirements and functional               
specifications will evolve throughout the project and by the end of pilot cycle 1 (due date 31/10/2018) more                  
elaborated user and functional specifications will be available. The DoW only foresees one formal deliverable               
D4.1 Technical Specifications, but we see this as an initial version that will be updated following each pilot                  
cycle to reflect new requirements, priorities, insights and lessons-learnt. Updated Technical Specifications            
will be provided as an annex to deliverables D3.6 and D3.7. 
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3 Overall Technical Architecture 

3.1 Context Diagram 

The Context Diagram (see figure A) defines the boundary between the PoliVisu system and its environment                
(actors). The following main actors are identified for the PoliVisu Policy Platform: 

Policy Makers are all people (professionally) involved in the policy making process and include both civil                
servants, policy experts and politicians. 

Data and Process Experts are domain experts in the field of mobility and data scientists and engineers who                  
search, collect and analyse data and build processes to turn this data into evidence for policy making.  

Public are the public at large and include citizens, organisations and companies that are interested and/or                
involved in policy making. 

Service Providers are organisations and companies active in the field of mobility. They use the information                
provided in PoliVisu to plan, optimize or manage their mobility services. 

 

 

 

Figure A. PoliVisu Context Diagram 
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3.2 High Level Architecture 

The High Level Architecture (see figure B) provides the “big picture” view of the system’s architecture,                
indicating what the main parts of the system are, how they relate to each other and how it all fits in existing                      
environments.  
 

 
 

Figure B. PoliVisu High Level Architecture 
 
 
Evidence is the part of the system that converts (big) data into information and smart visualisations of that                  
information for use as evidence in policy making. It consists of the tools, services and libraries for data                  
access, processing, analytics and visualisation of diverse data sources. 
 
Policy Making is the part of the system that provides the user interfaces, services and the data repository to                   
interact, manage and store domain specific information for the policy making process. 
 
Discovery is the part of the system that allows users and systems to discover relevant sources of information                  
for different uses in the policy making process. It foresees the necessary user interactions, search               
functionality, (catalogue) services and metadata repositories to explore available sources including data, best             
practices, tools, visualisations, etc. 
 
Data Providers are both internal and external systems providing data or access to data. These can be                 
external databases, services, social media API’s, data streams coming from sensors and IoT, etc. 
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3.3 Data Flow 

This data flow diagram shows how the main data streams flow between the components. The different                
subsystems as described in the section above are broken up into smaller subsystems. The dashed boxes                
represent the key parts described in the high level architecture and are represented in the same colors for                  
easier reference. 
 

 
 

Figure C. PoliVisu Data Flows 
 
 
The Evidence part can be structured and described using the Big Data Value Reference Model (BDV RM)                 1

which is described in more detail at the end of this section. 
Evidence Data Management provides the access to different data providers, data sources including             
databases, files, services, sensors, streaming, etc. This module is responsible to access, collect, clean,              
prepare and link different data sources.  
The Data Processing & Analysis module transforms, aggregates, combines and analyses the data.  
The Visuals part consumes these data, performs activities to efficiently render and present them in the form                 
of maps, graphics and/or tables.  
The Visuals UI is (part of) a web application that allows users to interact with these maps, graphs and/or                   
tables.  
 

1 http://www.bdva.eu/sites/default/files/BDVA_SRIA_v4_Ed1.1.pdf  
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The Policy Making part (in blue) provides the domain specific language and instruments to handle evidence                
based policy making. 
The Policy Knowledge Base holds the data required to describe, search and manage policy making               
processes. It uses a Policy Making domain model (like an ontology) to describe the different entities in the                  
policy making process. It also stores the links between these policy making entities and relevant resources                
such as data, visuals, tools, best practices, etc.  
The Policy Making Service exposes the domain model and realises the business logic (incl. life cycle of all                  
policy entities). It is also responsible for making the relationships between the different entities of policy                
clear through clever reporting. 
The Policy UI is (part of) a web application that allows users to create, search, update and manage policy                   
related information. 
The Feedback UI are the interfaces and channels via which users can provide explicit feedback on specific                 
policy related items (such as proposals and measures). These can be integrated in the overall web front-end                 
or could be triggered from separate applications including existing websites and mobile applications. 
 
The Discovery part (in orange) offers functionality that can be considered as an extended catalogue service,                
because it allows users and systems to not only explore data sources, but also policy (process) information,                 
tools, visualisations, best practices, etc. 
The Metadata repositories contain the information that describes the various data sources (files, services),              
visualisations, tools and best practices.  
The Catalogue Services in this diagram should be interpreted in the broad sense, a series of services that                  
allow applications to access and search metadata and information about data sources, but also tools, best                
practices, visualisations. A specific implementation of such a catalogue service is the Catalogue Service for               
the Web (CSW).  
The Discovery Business Logic realises the functionality to search across metadata catalogues (via the              
catalogue services) and  process information from the policy knowledge base.  
The Metadata Linking module is responsible for capturing relations, links between policy information             
(entities like policy goal, measure, etc.) on one hand and sources like data, visualisations, etc. on the other                  
hand. 
 

3.4 Big Data Value Reference Model 

Where relevant we will use the Big Data Value Reference Model (BDV RM) as a blueprint to describe and                   
map the different PoliVisu system components. The BDV RM is proposed by the Big Data Value Association                 
(BDVA), an industry-led, not–for-profit organisation that acts as the private counterpart to the EU              
Commission to implement the Big Data Value PPP programme . 2

Figure D shows a high level version of the BDV RM as presented at a BDVA/BDE webinar . 3

 

2 Reference: http://www.bdva.eu/  
3 Reference: https://www.slideshare.net/BigData_Europe/arne-berre-and-ana-garcia-slides-for-bdvabde-webinar  
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Figure D. Big Data Value Reference Model - High Level Architecture 

 

 
Figure E below depicts a “mapping” of the main PoliVisu subsystems and their respective system               
components as described in section 3.3 onto the BDV RM architecture. 
 

 
 

Figure E. Mapping of PoliVisu system components to BDV RM 
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4 Description of PoliVisu system components 

In the next section we will zoom in on the different high level system parts and look into the major                    
components each of them consists of. The most important components are described in general terms. In                
section 5 we will include a reference to specific products, tools and libraries that can be used to realise these                    
components. In section 6 we will describe the architecture and tools that will be used in the scope of the                    
project. 

It should be emphasized that in the context of PoliVisu the system components are loosely coupled. The idea                  
is that each component can be realised by different tools and products to ensure maximum adaptability to                 
existing tools and processes in different (pilot) cities. This is particularly valid for the tools and libraries being                  
used in the evidence part. Several cities make already use of established tools for data analytics, GIS, data                  
management, etc. More and more administrations even started using tools for big data management and               
business intelligence. By working with loosely coupled components it will be easier to create a custom                
solution combining (some of) these existing tools and PoliVisu tools. 
 

4.1 Evidence 

4.1.1 Data Providers  

Data providers are the collected data sources including sensors, census data, spatial data (services), social               
data, IoT streams, etc. but also the organisations that manage the data collection, the data sources, the                 
sensor network, etc. The organisations can be government, private companies or research institutes. A new               
trend is crowdsourcing data collection. 

The complete evidence chain (without the visualisation) can play the role of data provider towards another                
organisation’s evidence chain. If in that case the receiving party does not have the same rights it can be                   
necessary to anonymize or restrict parts of the data at the source. 

In the case of sensor data specialized hard- and software and probably a network are involved. Generally the                  
sensor network is the subject of a maintenance contract. The guaranteed availability of individual              
sensors,the sensor network and (spatial) data services can be specified in Level of Service (LoS) specifications                
or Service Level Agreements (SLA). The LoS or SLA provide an indication about the availability of the data.                  
Data Quality indicates how good the data is for its intended use. This can be the accuracy, precision, refresh                   
rate, etc. A confidence level can be attached to the data to pass quality information to the upper layers. 

The data can be open (free of access and free of charge) or subject to a contract and or licenses. Data can be                       
real-time or historical. When passed to the next layer, data can be timestamped. In a sensor network this can                   
be done in the sensor or at the receiving side. When a sensor loses the connection to the network, it can                     
continue to store data that is sent (as historical data) when the system comes online again. Sensor data can                   
vary very fast in time. While accuracy may be important for the local system, a filter (moving average,                  
hysteresis, …) can be applied before sending the data to the central system. For most sensor data the                  
location of the sensor is relevant. If the sensor has no fixed location the position of the sensor is sent with                     
the data. 

The data is typically provided via an API, a communication protocol (this can be via a push or a pull                    
mechanism) or a physical carrier. 
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4.1.2 Data management 

Data management provides a structured access to the data. The format of the data is described by a data                   
model and/or data dictionary. Data management is responsible for backup of data but also to guarantee that                 
data is not kept longer than necessary (deprecated) or allowed (legal and privacy issues).  

Data can be stored at the premises of the organisation that manages the data or in a specialized data center.                    
Data management is responsible to give authorisation to access the data. In the case of a user this can be                    
with a password or a token. For machine to machine communication certificates are used to identify both                 
sides. There can be legal limitations on the country in which the data is physically stored. The location where                   
the data is stored is called a Data Repository. Long term storage is called an Archive.  

Generally data is stored in a database. There are different kind of databases that all have their advantages to                   
handle particular kinds of datasets. Examples are Relational, Object, Triple stores, etc. The databases can be                
distributed and or redundant. Scalable distributed databases allow to increase the database capacity while              
the system is running. 

Data management is also responsible for the authenticity of the data. It can be important that the system                  
can show that the data has not been tampered with (not even by people that have physical access to the                    
data storage). 

Section 5.1 provides an overview of tools, libraries and frameworks for data management. 
 

4.1.3 Data processing 

Data processing manipulates data to transform it into information. We consider this step to work on a                 
stream or batch of data. Examples of data processing are Aggregation and Enrichment. The result of data                 
processing is again data that falls under the data management system. 

Section 5.1 provides an overview of tools, libraries and frameworks for data processing. 
 

4.1.4 Data analysis 

The data analysis module looks at the data to find useful information and insights. In this step we combine                   
different samples of the data, possible from different data sources. Data mining is knowledge discovery in                
databases. 

An important aspect for the technology used to analyse the data is the size of the samples that must be                    
combined at one point in time. A first threshold is RAM memory of the computer used to do the calculation.                    
This is not an absolute value as technology evolves and for the same budget more memory becomes                 
available. The second threshold is a database that fits on a single computer. Above that the databases                 
becomes distributed and the algorithms used to analyse the data also become more complex.  

Orthogonal to the size of the data is the complexity of the algorithm. When the computational resources are                  
insufficient we can increase it with multiple CPU cores, parallel GPU cores and distributed computing. This                
comes at a price. The hardware used is more expensive and the software implementation is more complex. 
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The combination of increase in the size of the data and complexity of algorithms does not always scale. The                   
increase in computation time can be more than exponential with the increase of size. A way to counter that                   
problem is to use heuristics that find good solutions instead of optimal solutions. 

Data Analysis can combine the data with a model of the system that is under investigation to test different                   
scenarios. The result of the Data Analysis can be visualized and understood by a human (possibly an expert).  

Section 5.1 provides an overview of tools, libraries and frameworks for data analysis. 
 

4.1.5 Visuals and Visuals UI 

The Visuals and Visuals User Interface (UI) components are responsible to: 

● Present evidence (information) in the form of a combination of map layers, graphs and/or diagrams 
● Support User Interaction (zoom, select, pan, text input, search, etc.) 

In most cases the Visuals components are using web technology, but in some cases also desktop (GIS)                 
applications could be used to interact with and visualise the results (Evidence). In most cases (and                
particularly with web-based or mobile solutions) a backend component will be available to provide the               
results using standard services. In the case of geospatial data, the setup typically will have a map service that                   
provides the data using well-known geospatial standards like the Open GeoSpatial Consortium services             4

(OGC - e.g. WMS, WFS, WMTS, WCS) or Tile Map Service (TMS) developed by the Open Source Geospatial                  
Foundation  (OSGeo). 5

Certain applications require the spatial data to be presented in vector format allowing easy (object-based)               
investigation and manipulation in the frontend. Others will use raster images for visualisation of the               
evidence. If required the visuals component also has to foresee some caching mechanism to increase               
performance and have a fast response time when interacting with the map. Sometimes also an offline                
storage mechanism is required to support map interaction when not connected to the backend service. 

Information and evidence can also be conveyed using other visual representations besides maps. The Visuals               
component therefore also needs to support other representations of data like text and tables, graphs, bar                
charts, pie charts, scatter plots, node-and-link diagrams, etc. 

To be really useful the Visuals GUI ideally allows user interaction on the actual visual representation and by                  
doing so enables the user to explore the data and gain new insights. 

Section 5.1 provides an overview of tools, libraries and frameworks for data presentation and visualisation. 
 

4.2 Discovery component 

The discovery component within PoliVisu represents a novel approach aimed at combining all the relevant               
information resources. More specifically, the discovery component addresses the metadata management of            
geospatial and non-geospatial datasets, Web services, documents including policies, processes, observations           
and measurements, (traffic) models, e-shops etc. A user obtains in such a case not only a list of relevant                   
results, as traditionally expected from a discovery service, but also all the relevant interconnections between               
all the underlying information resources.  

4 http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/owc/  
5 https://www.osgeo.org/  
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The discovery component is therefore capable of answering questions like the following one. Which              
datasets, measurements, policy decisions and models are available when addressing the high level of CO2               
emissions for a city with 250000 inhabitants? The following subsections describe the high-level architecture              
principles of the discovery component while the more technical details are described in the PoliVisu D4.2                
Metadata Specifications document. 

Section 5.2 provides an overview of tools and libraries metadata discovery and management.  

Section 5.3 describes relevant standards and protocols that can be used for the Discovery subsystem. 

Section 6.6 summarizes how the Discovery subsystem will be set up for PoliVisu. A more detailed description                 
of the Discovery part is covered in D4.2 Metadata Specifications. 
 

4.2.1 Discovery UI 

The Discovery UI represents a centralized input point for the whole discovery workflow from a user                
perspective (see also figure C in section 3.3 Data Flow). From the technical perspective, the Discovery linking                 
represents a so-called thin client in a form of a Web page. The Discovery UI follows the principles of                   
responsive web design to support a variety of user expectations originating from hardware requirements of               
their devices. The Discovery UI is powered by the Catalogue Services through the Discovery Business Logic.  

The proof-of-concept implementation of the Discovery UI is depicted in figure F. Relationships are depicted               
at the bottom of the figure. In this specific case, linkages to one Web service publishing the dataset, to seven                    
child datasets (or subsets) and to one feature catalogue were identified. The ongoing work aims at                
interconnecting other relevant information resources, such as processes, generic documents including           
legislation, model descriptions, etc. 
 

 
 

Figure F. The proof-of-concept implementation of the PoliVisu Discovery UI 
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4.2.2 Metadata Linking 

The (meta)data Linking module follows the concept of identifying and realizing interconnections between             
the existing information resources. To do so, the Metadata Linking module listens to events that happen in                 
the frontend and ensures that these relations are then stored in the Policy Knowledge Base. Based on these                  
relations and links the discovery service can “discover” relevant information for specific policy challenges,              
goals, etc. For example, when a user uses the web front-end to add a specific visualisation (e.g. heatmap of                   
CO2 emission) to a specific policy making entity (e.g. policy goal: CO2 reduction), the relation between that                 
policy goal and the visualisation is captured by the MD Linking module and stored in the Policy Knowledge                  
Base. By storing this kind of information (relations) different parts of the system can use it in searches, UI                   
navigation, etc.  

More information on Metadata Linking is provided in the section 4.2 of the PoliVisu D4.2 Metadata                
specifications document. 
 

4.2.3 Discovery Business Logic 

The Discovery Business Logic part (functionality) brings the added value of the PoliVisu in terms of a                 
searching for relevant information resources. As such, it represents an artificial intelligence managing the              
interconnections created by the Metadata Linking module. The interconnections are represented as default             
when using the xlink concept within the ISO 19139 XML-based encoding. Note that other, lightweight               
encodings such as JSON and semantics-based encodings such as RDF, may be used as well. 
 

4.2.4 Catalogue Services 

Catalogue Services form the way of communication within the Discovery component. As such, it requires               
(see also Figure G): 

1. Backwards compatibility towards the existing catalogue solutions. Typical example is the OGC            
Catalogue Service for Web that is available in more than one thousand implementations containing              
descriptions for dozens of millions of datasets, Web services and other information resources. The              
well-defined APIs originating from the OGC Catalogue Service for Web in version 2.0.2 are supported               
in the PoliVisu Catalogue Services for such backwards compatibility. It is then easy to harvest all the                 
relevant meta information from underlying catalogues and cache them within the PoliVisu catalogue             
in order to improve the performance of the discovery process. Backwards compatibility also             
comprises incorporation of non-geospatial domain-specific catalogues, nowadays typically handled         
through CKAN catalogues. 

2. Metadata publications following the Semantic Web principles. Solutions and initiatives following           
DCAT-AP, GeoDCAT-AP, RDF encodings and Schema.org publications enable to combine metadata on            
information resources in a new way. For PoliVisu, it means that the interconnections found and               
established within the Metadata Linking module remain persistent also within the PoliVisu catalogue             
services. 

3. Metadata publications enabling to be searchable by mainstream search engines. The two previous             
requirements were primarily targeting a specific group of users, like geospatial experts,            
semantics-related users and/or domain experts like policy makers. A shift to a metadata publication              
following the mechanisms of the key Web searching engines is needed to target mainstream users.               
PoliVisu discovery therefore publishes metadata in a form of well laid out Website components              
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directly discoverable within searching engines. The Google rich cards/snippets are currently the most             
commonly used technology to support such action. 

 

 

Figure G. Backwards compatibility of the PoliVisu metadata pipeline to existing standardization efforts 

 
More information on those topics are available in sections 3 and 4.2 of the PoliVisu D4.2 Metadata                 
specifications document. 
 

4.2.5 Metadata Repositories 

The metadata structure significantly depends on the domain. Different structures and metadata elements             
are being used for a description of CO2 measurements, others for traffic model, yet different ones for a                  
dataset containing a road network, etc. There are a number of standardisation efforts related to metadata                
varying from domain to domain. A cross-domain interoperability of metadata is therefore limited (e.g.              
between metadata on meteorological measurements and metadata on traffic measurements). 

PoliVisu therefore does not aim at changing the existing rules for metadata management in repositories, as                
such requirement would be inefficient from both technical as well as cost-benefit points of view. PoliVisu                
rather re-uses relevant (meta) information from metadata repositories through well-defined APIs, aka            
Catalogue Services (described in section 4.2.4 Catalogue Services). Such approach enables obtaining the             
latest version of metadata from the producer’s repository without additional technical or management             
changes. 

On the other hand, cases were identified where new metadata hasn’t been created and managed. The                
structure of the ISO 19115 Geographic Information - Metadata standard is followed in such cases when                
requiring only the core metadata elements (for further details including an explicit list with definitions and                
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XPath mapping to the ISO 19139 XML-based structure see section 4.1 of the PoliVisu document D4.2                
Metadata Specifications. The metadata editor build in the (Open)Micka component supports all the             
metadata management tasks within the PoliVisu in such cases. For technical details see the description of                
the module 8 (Open)Micka in the PoliVisu document D5.1 Technical Integration Plan. 
 

4.3 Policy Making 

Figure H below provides a more detailed data flow between the different parts in the Policy Making                 
subsystem. The Policy Making UI is accessing Policy information via a REST API exposed by the Policy Making                  
Service. This service can use the Policy Domain Model as it is a machine readable description of the Policy                   
Making World including entities, relationships, constraints, state transitions, etc. It can also be a good basis                
for components that need to reason (machine learning) about the Policy Knowledge Base. The Policy Domain                
Model is generic and shared by all the pilot cities.  
 
 

 
 

Figure H. Detailed data flow diagram of the Policy Making subsystem 

  

The following schema (figure I below) represents the current view on the different components and the APIs                 
to be implemented for the Policy Making subsystem. 
 

 
 

Figure I. Component diagram of the Policy Making subsystem 
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The analysis and definition of the Policy Domain Model is currently ongoing and will be finalised by end of                   
pilot cycle 1 (31/10/2018). Once the Model is in place, a detailed design and specification of the Policy                  
Making subsystem will be provided. This will be included as an annex to D3.6. 

To describe the Policy Domain Model we will use a Semantic Web approach. Initial analysis did not reveal                  
any well-known RDF vocabularies that can be reused for describing the Policy Domain Model. Therefor the                
vocabulary will be described using RDF Schema (RDFS) or the Web Ontology Language (OWL). For this we will                  
use existing tools and editors such as Protégé , NeOn toolkit  and Apache Jena. 6 7

We will use the OpenAPI Specification (OAS) version 3 to document the RESTful API’s. This will allow both                  
humans and computers to discover and understand the service capabilities without access to source code,               
documentation, or through network traffic inspection . 8

 

4.3.1 Policy Making Service 

4.3.1.1 Description 

As stated above, this service exposes the domain model and realises the business logic (incl. life cycle of all                   
policy entities). It is also responsible for making the relationships between the different entities of policy                
making clear through clever reporting (for instance, create a tree structure of a Policy Goal with all linked                  
Policy Measures and all relevant detailed information).  

The domain model describes all the different policy entity types, such as Policy Goal, Policy Measure, Option,                 
etc. We will investigate whether prior art already exists and if possible base ourselves on existing standards                 
to create our domain model. In any case, this domain model needs to answer questions such as what                  
identifies real instances of these types in a unique way (such as ‘Reduce CO2’ could be an instance of a policy                     
goal). This unique identifier could be specified by (type, name, responsible organisation), so the identifier for                
the example could be (‘Policy Goal’, ’Reduce CO2’, ’City of Pilsen’). Whereas for Policy Measures, it’s                
possible the referred Policy Goal needs to be part of the key. 
 

4.3.1.2 Interfaces 

The interfaces need to be defined in detail when the components are built. 

High level, the interfaces are: 
● Create Policy Entity: needs to be able to create instances of all different types of the policy domain                  

model. This call needs to be able to generate an instance of an individual entity as well as a                   
complete tree of interconnected entities of different types. Trying to create objects that already              
exist should not generate errors or corrupt the existing data. 

● Search Policy Entity: needs to support searching policy entities by identifier. 
● Update Policy Entity: needs to support a status update as well as linking entities (e.g. measure to                 

goal, feedback to measure) 
● Delete Policy Entity:  needs to support deleting  policy entities by identifier. 
● Read Policy Model: provides access to the Policy Domain Model. Needs to support reading a               

connected graph of Policy Domain Model elements, like ‘Policy Goal’ + ‘Policy Measure’ with all               
linked information. 

6 http://protege.stanford.edu/  
7 http://neon-toolkit.org/  
8 https://openapis.org/  
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4.3.1.3 Responsibilities 

The main responsibilities of the policy making service are: 
● Manage lifecycle of entities, making sure all state changes are ‘legal’ and cascading changes where               

relevant 
● Generate reports, e.g. visualisation of all entities linked to an entity or visualisation of all entities                

created by an organisation 
● Provide access to the Policy Domain Model 

 

4.3.2 Policy Knowledge Base 

4.3.2.1 Description 

This subsystem holds all the Policy data: 
● Policy entities 
● Relationships between different policy entities - e.g. policy measures associated to a policy goal 
● References to resources used in the policy making process - e.g. data sets and visualisations that are                 

associated to a given policy entity 
 

4.3.2.2 Interfaces 

The interfaces need to implement simple CRUD operations (Create, Read, Update and Delete). Since              
consistency is guaranteed by the Policy Making Service, the implementation of these interfaces will be pretty                
limited. 

 

4.3.3 Policy Making UI 

This UI needs to support the creation and maintenance of the different entities involved in policy making.                 
The UI will be part of a web frontend with responsive design. 

 

4.3.4 Feedback UI 

User interface to be used by the public to provide feedback about Policy Goals, Policy Measures, options,                 
etc. The UI can be part of a web frontend with responsive design or can leverage existing tools and social                    
media platforms like twitter, facebook. 
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5 Inventory of relevant standards, protocols and potential tools 

This section provides an inventory of candidate tools, technology, libraries, standards and protocols that can               
be used for big data management, analysis and visualisations, for the realisation of policy making supporting                
tools in general and for implementing the PoliVisu subsystems and components in particular. 

5.1 Evidence tools and libraries 

Component Tool, Library URL / reference 

Data Management Apache Hadoop http://hadoop.apache.org/  

Data Management Apache HBase https://hbase.apache.org/  

Data Management Apache Cassandra http://cassandra.apache.org/  

Data Management MongoDB https://www.mongodb.com/  

Data Management Virtuoso https://virtuoso.openlinksw.com/universal-server/  

Data Management Amazon S3 https://aws.amazon.com/s3/ 
Open source implementations exist - e.g. Zenko 
CloudServer (formerly Scality S3 Server)  

Data Processing and Analysis Apache Spark http://spark.apache.org/  

Data Processing and Analysis Apache Flink https://flink.apache.org/  

Data Processing and Analysis Apache Kafka http://kafka.apache.org/  

Visuals - Map UI OpenLayers https://openlayers.org/  

Visuals - Map UI Leaflet https://leafletjs.com/  

Visuals - Map UI Polymaps http://polymaps.org/  

Visuals - Map UI and 
Catalogue client 

HSLayers NG http://ng.hslayers.org/  

Visuals - Map UI WebGLayer http://webglayer.org 
Described in more detail in section 6.3 

Visuals - Graphics UI d3.js https://d3js.org/  

Visuals - Graphics UI metricsgraphics.js http://metricsgraphicsjs.org/  

Visuals - Graphics UI chartjs http://www.chartjs.org/  

Visuals - Graphics UI sigmajs http://sigmajs.org/  

Visuals - Graphics UI Vega https://vega.github.io/vega/  
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Visuals - Map Services Geoserver http://geoserver.org/  

Visuals - Map Services Mapserver https://mapserver.org/   

Visuals - Map Services deegree https://www.deegree.org/  

Sensors and Crowdsourcing Senslog http://www.senslog.org/  

 

5.2 Discovery tools and libraries 

Component Tool, Library URL / reference 

Metadata management GeoNetwork http://geonetwork-opensource.org/  

Metadata management Micka http://micka.bnhelp.cz/ 

Metadata management CKAN https://ckan.org/  

 

5.3 Standards and protocols 

Purpose, application Standard, protocol Description 

Data Provision DATEX II European standard for the exchange of traffic 
related data  9

Data Provision OPC Unified 
Architecture (OPC UA) 

OPC UA is a machine-to-machine communication 
protocol for industrial automation developed by the 
OPC Foundation . Focus on communicating with 10

industrial equipment and systems for data collection 
and control. 

Data Provision GTFS General Transit Feed Specification is a common 
format for public transportation schedules and 
associated geographic information  11

Sensor data management FIWARE NGSI 9 & 10 FIWARE implementations of the Open Mobile 
Alliance’s NGSI Context Management specification  12

Sensor data management Sensor Observation 
Service (SOS) 

OGC standard for managing sensor data in an 
interoperable way  13

Sensor data management SensorThings API OGC standard providing an open, geospatial-enabled 

9 https://www.datex2.eu/  
10 https://opcfoundation.org/  
11 http://gtfs.org/  
12 https://forge.fiware.org/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/NGSI-9/NGSI-10_information_model  
13 http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/sos  
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and unified framework to interconnect IoT sensing 
devices, data, and applications over the Web  14

Evidence - spatial data 
services 

WMS, WMS-T, WFS, 
WCS, WPS, TMS 

Diverse industry standards from OGC and OSGeo to 
serve spatial data via web services. 

Discovery CSW 2.0.2 CSW is an OGC standard for catalogue services 
supporting the ability to publish and search 
collections of descriptive information (metadata) for 
data, services, and related information objects. 

Discovery DCAT DCAT is a W3C standard leveraging an RDF 
vocabulary designed to facilitate interoperability 
between data catalogues published on the Web. 

Discovery DCAT-AP DCAT-AP is defined by the European Commission 
and is based on DCAT. DCAT-AP provides a common 
specification for describing public sector datasets in 
Europe to enable the exchange of descriptions of 
datasets among data portals. 

Discovery GeoDCAT-AP GeoDCAT is an extension of DCAT-AP for describing 
geospatial datasets, dataset series, and services. 
Both were developed in the framework of the EU ISA 
Programme . 15

Discovery schema.org This is a collaborative, community activity with a 
mission to create, maintain, and promote schemas 
for structured data on the Internet. Although this is 
not an official standard as such, it provides schemas 
that several major search engines support. 

Discovery OpenSearch OpenSearch is a collection of simple formats for 
sharing Web search results . 16

Domain model Web Ontology 
Language (OWL) 

OWL is a Semantic Web language designed to 
represent rich and complex knowledge about things, 
groups of things, and relations between things. OWL 
is a computational logic-based language such that 
knowledge expressed in OWL can be exploited by 
computer programs . 17

Service specification OpenAPI Specification 
(OAS) 

OAS  provides an open, portable and vendor neutral 18

description format for API services that is governed 
by the OpenAPI Initiative. 

14 http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/sensorthings  
15 https://ec.europa.eu/isa2/solutions/dcat-application-profile-data-portals-europe_en  
16 https://github.com/dewitt/opensearch  
17 https://www.w3.org/OWL/  
18 https://www.openapis.org/  
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6 System Architecture Design 

The System Architecture Design section provides detailed descriptions of the envisioned solutions, tools and              
products implementing the architecture components for specific PoliVisu use cases and requirements. 

6.1 Traffic camera use cases - M³ 

6.1.1 Description 

In the context of PoliVisu the use cases where traffic camera data are being used we will use M³ (read M                     
cube). M³ is a software platform dedicated to traffic management. It uses, among other things, the power of                  
automatic license plate recognition cameras (ANPR). The platform is built to manage small installations with               
a few measurement points to large installations covering a country. M³ offers a complete suite of modules to                  
cover a range of different domains from a single database. This structure is: 

● Scalable: due to the increasing number of data to be processed, and the variety of the size of the                   
installations, M³ is based on a clustered architecture of "Big Data" type, to allow scalability as much                 
horizontal as vertical. Thus, M³ can easily be expanded over the course of its life to accommodate                 
more data, by adding new nodes to the cluster. However, M³ can still be installed stand-alone on a                  
single server for small installations. 

● Redundant: because of its distributed nature, M³ is redundant and fault-tolerant. The data is              
distributed and replicated (at least 3 times by default). Processes are distributed to handle the load.                
In the case of loss of one node, the processes are restarted automatically on other nodes and the                  
data is not lost. 

● Expansible: M³ is based on a system of independent actors communicating through a             
communication bus. The addition of new features is facilitated by this architecture. 

● Open: M³ offers standard access points through REST APIs. The integration of external sensors is               
facilitated by the integration of protocols such as OPC-UA, MODBUS, SNMP, SOAP / REST etc. More                
specific protocols are and can be developed as needed. 

● Multi platform: The user interfaces developed are resolutely web-oriented and offer a responsive             
design that adapts to different media.  

● Looking to the future: M³ uses technologies that are at the forefront of what is happening in the                  
world of Big Data and web interfaces. The choice of these technologies is based particularly on their                 
distribution and the number of systems that use them, their ease of use, the size of the developer                  
community, and their documentation.  

● Modular: The platform is modular and an extension of the platform on the basis of modules is                 
possible by developing directly in M³.  

● Safe: Management of access rights, encryption and partitioning of data.  
 

6.1.2 Architecture 

The architecture of M³ is done so that it can be deployed on a cluster with services, redundant and / or                     
distributed actors. For clarity, the figure J shows the overall architecture of M³ as if all processes were                  
running on the same node, but in practice this is not the case. The keys to the distribution of processes are                     
Apache Kafka, which is a distributed communication bus and MongoDB which is a distributed database. 
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Figure J. Overall M³ Architecture (single node deployment) 

 

Kafka is therefore the central part of the system through which messages are exchanged. The messages are                 
sent in "topics" and the elements that wish to consume these messages are registered to these topics. All                  
data is guaranteed delivered in order and is kept as long as necessary so that all registered consumers have                   
read all messages.  

In the particular case of ANPR cameras, the recognition images are not transferred directly through the                
messages, in order to privilege the relevant information. An image manager is in charge of asking them when                  
they are needed according to their priority and the available bandwidth. Indeed, if a recognition gave rise to                  
an event, the repatriation of the linked images becomes priority over the others.  

The collected data, as well as the images, are sent to Kafka.  

M³ has an event driven architecture. A set of event generators listen to the collected data to analyze them in                    
real time. These event generators can keep a history (limited) and based on it or data received directly, can                   
generate an event. An event is therefore a correlated information from real-time data, which must be                
processed and which causes actions (automatic or user). Al events are described by a json schema and can                  
be picked up on Kafka or consulted via the REST API. 

Concerning the insertion in the database, the concept is that the data is recorded with priority only when it is                    
necessary or when it is possible without blocking the other systems. Event generators are responsible for                
recording events and the data that generated them in the database. A "bin collector", called "batch ingester"                 
records meanwhile all the raw data that did not result in an event, the fastest possible way but without                   
disrupting other processes. To do this, an id is associated with all data as soon as they are received or                    
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created, even before insertion. The uniqueness of this identifier is guaranteed by the mongodb library used                
to generate them.  

An image recorder is responsible for recording the ANPR images in the database. These images are stored in                  
mongodb because they are not particularly heavy and we take advantage of the redundancy and distribution                
offered by mongodb.  

When an event is generated, it creates a new BPMN workflow. This workflow represents the steps that will                  
be taken to manage this event. At each step, the user interface will be updated based on what can be done                     
or automatic actions will be performed.  

For each modification, each event created, the user interface is notified via websocket if it is concerned. The                  
interface decides what concerns it by subscribing explicitly to the data that interests it. The information                
represented in the architecture diagram is defined below:  

● A connector connects to external systems to receive or send information. This connector works in               
both directions IN and OUT.  

● An enhancer retrieves raw data, processes it and then improves it to incorporate it into the                
application.  

● The "statistics" section enables the generation of statistics based on the information received  
● An event generator can generate events based on data from Kafka  
● The ingestor allows to input live data in MongoDB  
● The provided API is a scalable Rest API  
● MongoDB is a schemaless, NoSQL database allowing a wide variety of documents without a              

predetermined schema. Fields can be added to a document at any time without reconfiguring the               
collection.  

● The scheduler makes it possible to modify the configuration of the system according to time               
(activation / deactivation of certain functionalities).  

● The workflow manager manages a task automation process allowing an automated sequence of the              
different operations and validation steps of a task. This workflow manager is incorporated into the               
application and thus allows the management of the data lifecycle for which a workflow is specified.  

 

6.1.3 Anonymisation of data 

6.1.3.1 Introduction 

Anonymisation of data is a crucial aspect when working with privacy sensitive information captured and               
provided by ANPR cameras. The M³ solution provides the anonymous data API for anonymisation. This API                
consists of three main components: the anonymisation, the push mechanism and the bulk mechanism.              
Anonymisation is mostly configuration of timings and anonymisation methods. The push mechanism handles             
providing data as it is captured. The bulk mechanism replies to requests for chunks of anonymous data. 

6.1.3.2 Anonymisation 

The anonymisation process works by hashing sensitive properties of the data. 

The hashing mechanism uses a secret stored key that is appended to the data before it is hashed. The key is                     
not stored together with the data, so the reverse calculation is not possible. 
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The secret stored key rotates on a configurable time interval. The secret stored key rotation ensures that the                  
data cannot be used to track vehicles over a longer time interval. The secret stored key is randomly                  
generated by the software. The secret stored key is not visible to any user. The secret stored key is not                    
stored longer than required by all requested functionality: after all records using a specific secret stored key                 
(subject to rotation interval) have reached the maximum age that can be requested via the bulk API, the                  
secret stored key is deleted. The version number of the secret stored key is added to the anonymised data.                   
This can be used to distinguish values that are new and values that might have occurred before but are new                    
due to a different secret stored key. 

The degree of anonymity provided by this mechanism depends on several factors. Many of these factors are                 
outside the control of the software. See opinion 05/2014 (on Anonymisation Techniques) by the Article 29                
data protection working party (https://www.pdpjournals.com/docs/88197.pdf) for an interesting discussion         
of the technique above and other techniques for data anonymisation. 

 

6.1.3.3 Data format 

Both push and bulk mechanisms provide data where each recognition is coded in the same format. Each                 
recognition is delivered as a JSON object. A JSON schema and several examples are provided to document                 
and guide the usage. 

 

6.1.3.4 Push mechanism 

The push API forwards the anonymised data to a remote web service when it is received by the M³ system.                    
This might happen with a minor delay in order to perform the anonymisation and depending on the load of                   
the systems and networks, where other tasks or transmissions might take precedence. 

The data will be sent as a HTTP POST request. The data will be in the POST request body as an array of JSON                        
objects, where each JSON object uses the data format described above. 

The data will be sent compressed (via standard HTTP Content-Encoding). The receiving web service must               
support compressed HTTP requests. 

Any data that was not transmitted due to any reason (including temporary network issues, authentication               
issues, ...) will not be retransmitted. The receiving side can attempt to use the bulk mechanism to recover                  
the missed data. 

Authentication 

The push API will use HTTP basic authentication over HTTPS. 

In more detail, this means each remote side that needs to receive data via the push mechanism must be                   
configured in the M³ application. This configuration will include: 

● remote web service URL; e.g. https://11.22.33.44:8443/random/web/service/ (only HTTPS URLs will          
be accepted) 

● remote web service username 
● remote web service password 
● list of cameras for which the data needs to be forwarded to this web service 
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It is preferred but not mandatory to have a valid and correctly signed certificate for the remote web service.                   
An untrusted certificate would have to be installed manually on M³ as trusted before the connection can be                  
established. 

Each request sent by M³ will contain the "Authorization: Basic" header as defined by RFC 7617. It will not                   
first send a request to get a challenge. 

6.1.3.5 Bulk mechanism 

The bulk API allows requests for chucks of anonymized data based on a time range or time cutoff. This allows                    
the receiving side to control what data is sent and when it is sent. 

The requesting client must request compression via the standard Accept-Encoding HTTP headers. 

Authentication 

Each remote system will need to be configured with an API key generated by M³. This API key is used for                     
authentication. 

In each HTTP request, the remote system must add this API key in the HTTP Authorization header. 

Parameters 

Some of the values in the data format can be used as filter. This can be used to only get data from certain                       
cameras or only data that is new since the last time data was fetched. 
 

6.2 Extended big data analytics on Geo Time Series - WARP 10 

6.2.1 Description 

When the PoliVisu project use cases require advanced big data analytics on Geo Time Series, Warp 10 will be                   
used. The Warp 10 Platform is designed to collect, store and manipulate (sensor) data that are ingested as                  
sequences of measurements (also called time series). The Warp 10 Platform offers the possibility for each                
measurement to also have spatial metadata specifying the geographic coordinates and/or the elevation of              
the sensor at the time of the reading. Those augmented measurements form what we call Geo Time Series ®                   
(GTS). 

Warp 10 exists as two different versions: standalone and distributed. The distributed version allows all the                
modules composing Warp 10 to be located on different servers and to be instantiated multiple times for                 
performance and resilience, it uses HBase to store the data (Data Management). The standalone version               
groups all the modules on one application for simplicity and uses LevelDB to store the data. We recommend                  
starting with a standalone version as the distributed version is reserved for extreme usages (ie. more than                 
tens of millions of time series or more than hundreds of billions of data points.). Data and scripts can be                    
flawlessly transferred from a standalone version to a distributed version. If resilience is an issue, standalone                
versions can be used side-by-side for data duplication and high-availability. Warp 10 can be used in                
conjunction with data processing tools like Spark, Pig and Flink when very large chunks of data need to be                   
analysed in a very short time span.  

Warp 10 is open-source and can be found on GitHub . 19

19 https://github.com/cityzendata/warp10-platform  
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6.2.2 Interfaces 

Readings are pushed into the Warp 10 platform via an HTTP call to a component called Ingress. In the                   
distributed version of the platform, the Ingress component can be instantiated multiple times to support               
very high ingestion rates (millions of data points per second). 

Those readings can then be read back via an HTTP call which will return the raw data. Input and output                    
format are the same and are specific to the GTS modeling. 

It is also possible to run scripts on the data for analysis. This is done by an HTTP call sending a WarpScript                      
which will return a JSON object. These scripts are written in WarpScript, an extensible stack oriented                
programming language which offers more than 800 functions and five high level frameworks to ease and                
accelerate data analysis. 
 

 
 

Figure K. Warp 10 interfaces 

 

6.3 Interactive visualisation of big multi-dimensional spatial data - WebGLayer 

6.3.1 Description 

WebGLayer is a JavaScript library focused on fast interactive visualization of big multidimensional spatial              
data through linked views, or Multiple Coordinated View (MCV). It is an open source software released                
under the BSD license and currently maintained mainly by Innoconect.  

WebGLayer provides cartographic map visualization of big data (approximately 1.000.000 point features)            
with the support of real time interactions such as filtering, zooming and panning. In addition, a polybrush                 
interaction technique allows for spatial queries including arbitrary shaped query with interactive response             
time. 

The library is based on WebGL and uses the device's graphic processing unit (GPU) for fast rendering and                  
filtering of data. The main benefit of GPU rendering is that once the data are buffered to the GPU memory,                    
they can be rendered in parallel by thousands of cores of the GPU with a rendering speed that, even on a                     
commodity graphic card, allows smooth user interactions. The library can render millions of records with               
several attributes through heatmaps and point symbol maps on top of web-based map clients provided by                20

third party libraries (e.g. OpenLayers, Leaflet, GoogleMap API).  

WebGLayer heatmaps use a color scheme based on a red-green color gradient (by default, other colour                
gradients are available) to visualize the density. A low density (transparent green color) represents a location                
with a lower amount of records; a high density (red color) indicates a ‘hotspot’, or a high concentration of                   
records. 

20 A heatmap is a visualization used to depict the intensity of data at a certain location. 
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Within PoliVisu, WebGLayer will be further developed and extended with new components and functionality              
according to the needs of the pilot use cases. Amongst other, the following are envisaged:  

● Design of a new configuration method,  
● Development of a new type of vector-based (linear) heatmap to support the analysis of the traffic                

intensity data 
● Creation of new types of charts,  
● Adaptation of the user interface for improved user experience. 

 

6.3.2 Architecture 

The application will be composed of a backend part and a frontend part (see also figure L).  

The backend is typically a server-side java-based application that utilizes the API to query and retrieve the                 
relevant data subset from the database, pre-process that subset and deliver customized data for the               
visualization client. The database in most cases will be PostgreSQL with the PostGIS spatial extension. Other                
databases and data persistence can be used as well. 

Different backend implementations are possible and could be required to support specific use cases or               
integration with existing applications. 

 
 

 
 

Figure L. Example positioning of WebGLayer in the architecture 
 

The frontend is rendering the heat map data on top of the background maps. The frontend javascript                 
visualization client uses the set of WebGLayer shaders to render the heatmap and to perform brush                
functions, filter using histograms, zoom and pan the map etc., thus enabling visual and interactive               
exploration of the relevant slice of the original dataset together with additional data layers. 

The key operations performed by WebGLayer include: 
● Retrieval of data through REST API from the database, 
● Rendering the heatmap and svg or vector shapes above the map layer, 
● Styling the heatmap and shapes dynamically, 
● Synchronisation and coordination of all components of the web application (heatmap, map point             

layer, charts, map view, area filter, parallel coordinates etc.). 
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6.3.3 Workflow of the Data Visualisation 

The library provides an API to download data from the server (tabular data are expected) and to configure                  
the data dimensions that are intended for the spatial or non-spatial visualization (e.g. histogram or               
heatmap). In the case of the histogram visualization, the API enables to specify binning schema applied to a                  
particular data column. Once the configuration is done, there are methods to perform a brushing of any                 
predefined dimension, including the polybrush. Finally, there is a possibility to render the filtered symbol               
map to a dedicated HTML element, or to get the relevant values for the histograms. There are also functions                   
to perform the zoom and pan operations of the symbol map. 

The kernel part of the WebGLayer is a set of WebGL shaders dedicated to the GPU-based processes. These                  
processes are executed and further managed by the provided JavaScript API. The shaders set contains a                
fragment and vertex shaders designed for: spatial filter, histogram filter, final filter intersection, histogram              
calculation, and the symbol map rendering. 
 

 
 

Figure M. WebGLayer Workflow Scheme 
 
For more details on WebGLayer functionality and user interactions, refer to the user guide available at 
github . 21

 

6.4 Social Media Scraping - Truly Media / TruthNest 

6.4.1 Description 

The module will be based on commercial products Truly Media and TruthNest. Truly Media is a web                 
application which acts as a social media Content Management System. It is a powerful collaboration platform                
which can be used for the collaborative aggregation, management and verification of social media items. It                
facilitates the business workflow of a team which aims at searching, storing and organizing social media                
items and other articles from the internet. The members of a team can easily search content with advanced                  
filters ingest it inside collections in order to work collaboratively with it; by adding annotations, assigning                
tasks extracting information. Moreover, Truly Media offers a way to start an aggregation campaign,              

21 https://github.com/jezekjan/webglayer/wiki/User-Guide  
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collecting automatically multiple documents and social media items related to a specific topic and providing               
statistics. With Truly Media, a team can also create an editorial report based on the material and foundings                  
of a collection and post the report on Twitter, Facebook or as HTML in a website. 

  

 
 

Figure N: High level architecture of TrulyMedia and TruthNest 
 
 
TruthNest is a standalone web application which can be also used as an extension to Truly Media. Its main                   
role is to analyse a Twitter source or a tweet in order to produce analytics and aggregated statistics. It is                    
mainly used by journalists for verification purposes but it can also be used as a marketing or investigation                  
tool by anyone wishing to analyse a source in Twitter and get insights about his behavior and network. The                   
results are covering the past activity, the network of friends and followers as well as the influence of the                   
source. Finally, TruthNest offers a powerful way to search in Twitter, focusing on different visualizations               
which enrich Twitter’s advanced search such as: fetching the first tweet which mentions a hashtag or                
providing a timeline view of the most important tweets related to a topic during the last week. 

6.4.2 Responsibilities 

In the scope of Polivisu, Truly Media and TruthNest can be used off the shelf as tools to monitor and collect                     
information from social media in order to detect trends or reactions for a specific city or community. It can                   
be also used for getting deeper understanding of the aggregated content by extracting statistics,              
visualizations and metadata. Finally, it can be used as a collaborative platform in order to produce reports to                  
be used either for social media campaigns or for policy making decisions.  
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Truly Media: 
 

● Allow Social Media monitoring (Twitter, YouTube, Facebook, RSS) in order to detect trends and              
topics (e.g. car accidents in Paris area, people’s opinion on new bus itineraries, current roadworks               
etc). 

● Provide aggregated statistics (e.g. sentiment analysis, named entity extraction) on monitored topics.  
● Allow advanced searching in Social Media (Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, VKontakte) 
● Provide mechanism to easily ingest content from various sources (photo/video, Social Media, web             

articles) in various ways (manual upload, Chrome extension, copy/paste link). 
● Allow management of collected material (Social Media items, custom content, articles etc.) 
● Allow team collaboration on collected material (real-time notifications, chat, private messages,           

annotations etc.)  
● Allow report creation and publishing to various sources (PDF, HTML, Facebook, Twitter). 
● Track history of modifications on an item to preserve the chain of responsibility when dealing with                

content gathering and annotation. 
● Provide integration with third party tools for fact-checking and verification. 

  
TruthNest: 
 

● Provide advanced analytics on tweets or Twitter sources either for verification purposes or for              
getting insights of a user profile. This will help policy makers get a deeper understanding of the                 
motives or importance of a comment on Twitter. 

● Allow advanced global search in Twitter (e.g. “who said it first”) and other sources (e.g. Google,                
YouTube, Facebook) in one step, in order to find easily and rapidly related content. 

 

6.4.3 Interfaces 

The two applications are implemented as fully functional platforms, providing a rich User Interface. Since               
they are both built as single page applications in Angular, their front-end is running on the browser,                 
interacting with a loosely coupled backend, implementing the business logic. Therefore, they both can be               
used either as fully functional web applications or be consumed programmatically via their REST interface. 
 

6.5 Interactive Traffic Volume Modelling 

A contemporary policy making cycle focused on decision making related to mobility and modelling traffic in                
a city or a region (i.e. the Area Of Interest) is as follows: 

1. Creation of a basic traffic model describing the typical flow of traffic in the area of interest.                 
Calculation of such a traffic model is usually processed by a traffic engineering expert. The traffic                
model is taking following input data into account:  

a. Demographic zones and their (traffic) attractivity (changing over day/week/year cycle) 
b. Road network with attributed capacity for all road segments or even better all nodes 
c. Traffic census on road network neuralgic points (used for calibration of the model) 

2. Definition of alternative traffic scenarios (road closure, new road, etc.) 
3. Calculation of alternative traffic models, portraying alternative scenarios  
4. Presentation of the traffic models to city officials and discussion on alternative scenarios 
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The bottleneck of the contemporary approach consists in the way the traffic models are currently calculated.                
The calculation is processed in a desktop environment by a traffic engineer who receives input (information,                
data) from the city. Whenever a new scenario is defined by the city officials, the communication between                 
the city and traffic engineers starts and it can easily prolong the time required for a new scenario calculation                   
with days or even weeks. 
 
The PoliVisu improvement of such a transportation related policy making cycle consists in shortening the               
time needed for alternative scenarios calculation to seconds or minutes (depending on the road network               
size). Following procedures are followed and PoliVisu architecture components used to doing so: 

1. An initial basic traffic model is calculated in the traditional way by traffic engineers that possess in                 
depth knowledge about the area of interested (demography, road network, traffic census) 

2. A client/server solution (see figure O) is developed and implemented to: 
a. Interactively gather user input (road closures, new road planning, etc.) 
b. Generate alternative traffic models near real-time (sec/min) 

 

 
 

Figure O. Architecture of PoliVisu platform components for interactive traffic modelling 
 
The interactivity brought to the policy making cycle based on traffic modelling can help a decision making                 
process by providing evidence for alternative scenarios. This can be used in a long term planning (strategic                 
level), where more scenarios can be easily compared and discussed, but it can also play a crucial role namely                   
on the operational level for e.g. planning a reaction to an unexpected events (e.g. traffic accidents) or events                  
with a short notice (demonstrations, football or hockey matches, etc.).  
 
From the perspective of the PoliVisu architecture, the components interact together in the following way: 

1. The basic traffic model is calculated in a desktop traffic modelling software such as OmniTrans or                
Cube. 

2. Only the source data (demography, network, calibration points) are then imported to a Spatial              
Database Management System (SDBMS) like PostgreSQL with the PostGIS spatial extension.  

3. The data is then uploaded into the RAM of a distributed server. 
4. The Spark Traffic Modeller (STM) then calculates its own instance of the basic traffic model which is                 

then held in the RAM of the running server (STM basic model). 
5. The STM basic model is aligned to the desktop basic model (step 1), the conformity to the desktop                  

model is evaluated and the STM basic model is re-calibrated if needed  
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6. Once the STM basic model is ready, it persists in the server memory and is available for interactive                  
work through a web based map client (based on HS Layers). 

7. A user can then alter following parameters of the STM basic model: 
8. Close a road to simulate a road closure 
9. Change a capacity of a road to simulate narrowing or extension of the road 
10. Draw a new road and enter its capacity to model a potential road development 
11. Each time a user changes a parameter, an alternative STM model is instantly recalculated and visible                

for him/her only. 
12. If the user saves the changes, the altered parameters are stored to a SDMBS and are available for                  

reuse in next sessions. Next time, when the user logs in, he/she can open the STM basic model or                   
any of already stored alternative models, and continue to work with them. 

13. An authorised user, can make some of his/her alternative STM models public (with a persistent URL).  

The Spark Traffic Modeler (STM) is the core component of the Interactive traffic volume modeling process.                
STM is a tool for transportation modeling and is written for the Apache Spark framework that is scalable and                   
it can easily run on large clusters. As a result the city model can be recalculated close to real time                    
(interactivity).  

STM uses Spark JobServer for REST API and PostgreSQL as a DBMS. STM provides its functionality as a REST                   
API. STM uses a static User-Equilibrium model for assignment of the Origin-Destination matrix to the road                
network. For this purpose STM uses the bush-based B-algorithm that is one of the most effective                22

algorithms for this. 

STM supports the following operations: 
● remove edge 
● add edge 
● modity capacity and cost of the edge 
● add new zone with additional demand 

 

6.6 Discovery for policy making support 

The discovery subsystem for policy making support is described in detail in D4.2 Metadata Specifications and                
is summarized here. 

Since the discovery services need to be able to provide information about all resources used in the policy                  
making process, three layers of discovery services have been designed to properly integrate standards              
around spatial and non-spatial resources as well as to provide functionality to various kinds of users: 

● The first discovery layer targets the geospatial and domain experts.  
The INSPIRE compliant discovery services are supported for the geospatial experts as well as for the                
interoperability to the catalogues existing within the geospatial domain, including the spatial data             
infrastructures. 
The CKAN catalogues are used by domain experts in both the geospatial as well as other domains.                 
Such catalogues support resources like Web pages, models, documents etc. 

22 Dial, Robert B. "A path-based user-equilibrium traffic assignment algorithm that 
obviates path storage and enumeration." Transportation Research Part B: 
Methodological 40.10 (2006): 917-936. 
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● The second discovery layer targets users of semantics-based applications. As such, this layer offers              
metadata in form following the relevant de jure and de facto standards: DCAT-AP, GeoDCAT-AP, RDF               
and Schema.org. 

● The third discovery layer targets the masses of mainstream search engines’ users. Well laid out               
Website components are published to become directly discoverable within search engines. Google            
rich cards/snippets are the best examples of the PoliVisu third discovery layers outcomes. 

 

 
 

Figure P. PoliVisu metadata pipeline 
 

 

(Open)Micka is a Web application for management and discovery of (geo)spatial (meta)data. From a user               
perspective, it represents a cataloguing tool for searching and finding relevant resources, such as spatial and                
non-spatial datasets, Web services, sensor measurements, map compositions, (traffic) models, documents,           
Web pages, reports, legislation or e-shop. The main goal of (Open)Micka in PoliVisu is to connect all the                  
relevant kinds of resources and provide answers, for instance, to the following questions: 

● show me all data and (map) visualizations that were developed according to such legislation or 
● show me what has been done with such sensor measurements (derived datasets, policy, link to               

e-shop selling the raw sensor measurements, etc.). 

As such, (Open)Micka is intended to be used in all PoliVisu’s pilots as a tool for discovery of various kinds of                     
resources. (Open)Micka is a customizable and scalable tool that is going to be modified according to the                 
purposes of each pilot. 

Besides, all relevant changes and extensions to standards will be linked back to the different standardisation                
bodies to ensure maximal adaptation and reusability (of tools because other metadata support tools would               
also adapt these standards). 
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6.7 Policy Making reference implementation 

At the time of writing, no off-the-shelf solution for policy making is known. During the PoliVisu project a                  
specific reference implementation will be designed and realised. This will be a project website and web                
application that will describe the overall project, document specific pilot use cases and provide access to the                 
project results including tools, best practices, visualisations and standards initiatives (especially regarding the             
Discovery part). 

This web application will also demonstrate how the discovery system works, which allows users to explore                
and query policy and big data related information, tools, data sets, etc. It will also provide a Policy Domain                   
Model and the necessary services to expose and use that information in line with the technical specifications                 
described in section 4.3. 

Currently the project team has started the analysis and is investigating whether: 
● The Policy Model can be implemented in OWL or RDFS 
● Creating and maintaining this model can be done using tools like Protégé. Since this model will not                 

frequently be updated, no dedicated tools will be created by the consortium. 
● The complete lifecycle of the policy entities can be handled using a CMS like Drupal or WordPress  
● Open311.org is a candidate to standardize the feedback coming from different channels (Twitter,             

mail, …). Open311 is the mechanism through which citizens can slot their service requests directly               
into the computerised ‘to do’ lists of local government staff, and the way those citizens can get back                  
progress updates more quickly and easily. 

A more detailed technical design and specification will be provided as annex to D3.6 following completion of                 
pilot cycle 1 (31/10/2018). 
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7 Conclusion 

The D4.1 Technical Specifications document outlines the overall system architecture for the PoliVisu system.              
It describes how a set of loosely-coupled components can be leveraged to support policy making use cases                 
involving (big) data analytics and advanced visualisation. 

This document is key in guiding the PoliVisu technical partners in the design and development of tools and                  
solutions for supporting policy making processes using big data analytics and smart visualisations. The              
PoliVisu system consists of 3 major parts: 

● Policy Making foresees the model, services and functionality for handling the policy making domain              
specific aspects - this part speaks the language of policy making 

● Evidence are the components and tools for big data manipulation, analysis and visualisations - this               
part turns data into information and knowledge for evidence based policy making 

● Discovery provides the standards, tools and services to explore PoliVisu information at large in an               
intuitive way - this part bridges the gap between the policy language and the evidence  

 

This is a “living” document. More technical specifications will be added and the PoliVisu architecture will be                 
updated as the project evolves and new insights, needs, priorities and possibilities are discovered and               
analysed. Updates of the system architecture will be published as an annex to future deliverables D3.6 and                 
D3.7. 
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